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Style: Tactical

Description
The Smart Growth series serves as an aggressive tactical
approach to investing in global equities that may exhibit
heightened levels of defensive allocations based on short‐
to mid‐term market volatility

Flexibility
Alpha and Opportunity – These models are heavily
influenced by economic data and will only reduce risk if
BOTH economic and market data are poor.
Smart Growth Equity – This model allows for market
data to partially reduce risk exposure, and will reduce all
risk exposure if BOTH economic and market data are
poor.

Intent
Seeks to participate in markets during periods of strong
economic data and positive market trends while
avoiding equities during periods of poor economic data
and/or negative market trends.

Holdings
A diversified basket of equities, bonds, and other investments.

Risks

Adaptive – This model blends the level of economic
and market data to position equity exposure fluidly.

The calculation relies heavily on historical economic data
related to recessionary environments. “Whiplash risk”
can occur when markets move in opposite directions of
an adjustment to holding exposures.

Typical Trading Activity

Algorithms

Two to four times per year. However, this number
can increase or decrease due to the algorithm set
and underlying data therein.

Combination of macro‐economic risk indicators and
capital market risk indicators.
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Important Disclosures
This brochure is solely for informational purposes. Investing involves risk and possible loss of principal capital.
The information presented is for informational purposes only and not intended to constitute an investment recommen‐
dation for or advice to any specific person. By providing this information, Advisor is not undertaking to provide impartial
investment advice or to give advice in any fiduciary capacity to an investor. Further, Advisor has no knowledge of and has
not been provided any information regarding any investor. Financial advisors must determine whether or not the
securities are appropriate for their clients as Advisor does not consider investor suitability when determining investment
opinions.
This information is not personalized investment advice or an investment recommendation from Advisor, and is intended
for use only by a third party financial advisor, with other information, as an input in the development of investment
advice for its own clients. Such financial advisors are responsible for making their own independent judgment as to how
to use this information. Advisor does not have investment discretion over or place trade orders for any portfolios or
accounts derived from this information. There is no guarantee that any security illustrated will be successful or achieve
any particular level of results. Past performance is not an indicator of future results.
This information should not be relied upon as investment advice or a recommendation by Advisor regarding any
security in particular. Only an investor and their financial advisor know enough about their circumstances to make an
investment decision.
Investment advice offered through Integrated Financial Partners, doing business as konvergent wealth partners, a
registered investment advisor.

